
Production Stage Manager (PSM) 
This production will require ONE PSM. 
REPORTS TO: Directors (Mr. Marchetti, Mrs. Spelman, Mr. Townsend) 
 
Requirements:  This is a leadership position and requires at least two years on technical crew and one year as an ASM. 
PSM should be organized, punctual, and hardworking.  The PSM should have the ability to stay calm under pressure and 
solve problems quickly.  Excellent communication skills are necessary. 

 
Pre-Production Responsibilities 

★ Collaborates with directors for concept and planning meetings 
★ Collaborate with directors in placing technical crew members based on their applications, experience, and skill set 
★ Tape floorplan on stage (with technical director and/or according to his specifications) 
★ Number stage 
★ Pull rehearsal furniture 

 
Rehearsal Process Responsibilities 

★ Overall responsibility for stage management and the smooth execution of a production 
★ Supervises and oversees all Crew Heads and members of the technical crew 
★ Meet with Crew Heads once a week (or more if necessary) to assure they are on task and working collaboratively to 

create the vision of the production 
★ Attends ALL rehearsals 

○ Maintains prompt book that contains all cues, technical notes, blocking, and other information pertinent to 
the show 

○ Records timing of lighting, sound, and set change cues 
○ Runs music if requested by director (or assigns an ASM to this task) 
○ Keeps time at rehearsals 
○ Creates a rehearsal report with all their notes and the notes from ASM about actors’ blocking, props, etc. 

★ Coordinates communication between directors and crew  
★ Coordinates communication between actors and crew 

 
Tech Week and Production Responsibilities 

★ Arrive early to make sure all technical crew and cast are signed in and preparing for show 
★ Coordinate with house manager when audience is coming in 
★ Keep time and give actors and tech 30 minute, 15 minute, 5 minute, and “places” calls 
★ Call all technical cues from house 
★ Problem solve and troubleshoot with backstage crew if problems arise mid-show 
★ Call places for second act to begin after intermission 
★ Check out all tech crew after their area is clean/shut down 

 
 

There may be other tasks and responsibilities required.  The Production Stage Manager is required to do any task (within 
reason) as requested by their immediate supervisor [directors].  

 


